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The use of abdominal massage to treat chronic constipation
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Summary Constipation is a disorder of gastrointestinal motility characterized by difficult or decreased bowel movements, and is a common condition in Western countries. Laxatives are the most common strategy for managing constipation. However, long-term use of some laxatives may be associated with harmful side-effects including increased constipation and fecal impaction. Abdominal massage, once an accepted method of treating constipation, is no longer standard of care, but may be a desirable therapy for this condition because it is inexpensive, non-invasive, free of harmful side-effects, and can be performed by patients themselves. However, until recently, evidence for its effectiveness was not strong enough to make a recommendation for its use in constipated patients.

In 1999, Ernst reviewed all available controlled clinical trials, and found that there was no sound evidence for the effectiveness of abdominal massage in the treatment of chronic constipation. This article reviews scientific evidence from 1999 to the present, regarding abdominal massage as an intervention for chronic constipation. Since that time, studies have demonstrated that abdominal massage can stimulate peristalsis, decrease colonic transit time, increase the frequency of bowel movements in constipated patients, and decrease the feelings of discomfort and pain that accompany it. There is also good evidence that massage can stimulate peristalsis in patients with post-surgical ileus. Individual case reports show that massage has been effective for patients with constipation due to a variety of diagnosed physiologic abnormalities, as well as in patients with long-term functional constipation.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Constipation is a disorder of gastrointestinal motility characterized by difficult or decreased bowel movements (less than three times a week). When the digestive system is functioning optimally, food is eaten and digested, and then the residue is excreted, usually within 20–56 h (see Figures 1 and 2) (Liu et al., 2005; Southwell et al., 2009). Constipation may be brought on by a change in diet, medication, a change in daily routine, abdominal surgery or acute emotional stress. Longer-lasting constipation, however, generally occurs when disease, poor diet, muscle spasticity, physical obstructions, sluggish contractions, or other factors cause stool to move through the colon at a slower-than-normal pace, until by the time it reaches the end of the large intestine it has lost a great deal of water and has become hard, dry, and difficult to eliminate (Leung, 2007; Locke et al., 2000).

Constipation affects about 9% of children, and between 12 and 19 percent of all adults. (Shan et al., 2008; Van de Berg et al., 2006; Wald et al., 2008).

In the United Kingdom 10% of the general population, 20% of elderly living at home, 49% of those in long-term care, and 70% of persons with learning disabilities have chronic constipation. English citizens spend 67 million pounds on laxatives each year (Johanson et al., 2007; Emly and Rochester, 2006; Addison et al., 2003). In the United States and Canada, chronic constipation affects

Figure 1 “Structures of the Digestive System”, reprinted with permission from Stedman’s Medical Dictionary, 27th edition, Baltimore: Lippincott, Williams and Wilkins, 2000.
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Use of abdominal massage to treat chronic constipation

From the late 1800’s through the 1950’s, in both Europe and the United States, Swedish massage, using petrissage, effleurage, vibration and tapotement strokes applied to the anterior abdominal wall, was a widely used treatment for constipation (Kleen, 1921; Kellogg, 1923; Starr, 1903; Whorton, 2000) (Oriental styles of bodywork have long used abdominal techniques to reduce constipation) (Chia, 1991; Matsumoto and Birch, 1998; Marin, 1999). Practitioners believed that by applying pressure to the anterior abdominal wall, they were compressing the digestive organs between the massaging fingers and the posterior wall of the abdominal cavity and stimulating peristalsis. Some, but not all, believed massage also propelled feces through the intestines towards the rectum (Kellogg, 1923). Some practitioners targeted massage to the large intestine so specifically, that one prominent physician recommended the abdomen of the constipated patient be X-Rayed prior to massage to identify the colon’s exact location (Kellogg, 1923). Abdominal massage may have inadvertently treated scar tissue or trigger points in the muscles of the midabdomen, either of which can cause excess gas and sensations of abdominal swelling and fullness, and some patients may have confused relief of their symptoms with a reduction in constipation (Travell et al., 1999). Professionals in the field of massage therapy continue to recommend abdominal massage for constipation (Fernandez, 2006; Sinclair, 2004).

Current allopathic treatment of constipation includes dietary changes (especially an increase in the consumption of fiber and water), attention to habits/urge to defecate, physical exercise, enemas, bulk-forming, osmotic or stimulant laxatives, and stool softeners. Biofeedback training may be used for patients with constipation caused by poor rectoanal coordination (Rao, 2008). Surgical treatment may be used as a last resort.

Naturopathic medicine views constipation as having one of three primary causes, atonic (due to dilated or ptosed intestines, loose rectal muscles, or inactivity), spastic (due to irritation caused by food, medicines, parasites or emotional stress) or obstructive (due to adhesions from surgery or infection). Treatment includes nutrition (including dietary changes, probiotics, digestive enzymes and dietary supplements), internal and external hydrotherapy, botanical and homeopathic medicines and manual therapies such as massage and visceral manipulation (Mariotti, 2009). Colon hydrotherapy may be employed as a method of stretching the muscles and fascia of the colon from within (Dorman, 2006).

Literature search

Observational studies and case reports comprise most of the evidence for the effectiveness of abdominal massage as a treatment for constipation. In 1999, a systematic review of evidence by Ernst examined observational studies, case reports and four controlled clinical trials. Ernst concluded that all four clinical trials had methodological flaws. Only one was randomized, and one trial consisted of only one patient. In addition, they were not consistent in terms of the trial design, the type of massage that was given, or the type of patients that were in the trials. Therefore, he found that there was no sound scientific evidence regarding the effectiveness of abdominal massage in the treatment of chronic constipation. Looked at collectively, however, the trials showed enough positive results, such as decreased constipation and improved patient well-being, that more rigorous trials — randomized, controlled, and with larger numbers of patients — were warranted (Ernst, 1999).

Since the appearance of Ernst’s paper, there have been further observational studies with specific populations: two with spinal cord injured patients (Albers et al., 2006; Ayas et al., 2006) and one each with groups of post-stroke patients (Jeon and Jung, 2005), elderly patients (Kim et al., 2005), hospice patients (Preece, 2002) and profoundly disabled group-home residents (Emly, 2001). In each case, abdominal massage decreased constipation and associated abdominal discomfort. For example, Ayas et al found that 15 min of abdominal massage per day decreased colonic transit time, abdominal distention, and fecal incontinence, and increased frequency of defecation in 24 spinal cord injured patients (Ayas et al., 2006). Emly’s

Figure 2 "Retained Feces in Colon of Patient with Functional Constipation", reprinted with permission from Federle, M., Diagnostic Imaging Abdomen, AMIRSYS Inc., Salt Lake City Utah, 2007.
study took place at a group home for profoundly disabled adults, all of whom had been taking laxatives for extended periods of time. At the beginning of the study, all laxatives were withdrawn and daily abdominal massage using moderate-pressure effleurage, kneading and vibration was given instead. Subjects were assessed after eighteen months and not only were they no more constipated than when using laxatives, in some cases there was marked improvement in digestive function (Emly, 2001).

Four individual case reports have also appeared since 1999, where abdominal massage effectively decreased constipation. These individuals were a 64 year-old woman with myelopathy (HAM/TSP), a spinal cord inflammation with effects similar to those of a traumatic spinal cord injury), an 8-year-old boy with lifelong constipation, a severely constipated female patient in her mid-eighties with abdominal muscle weakness, and a 31-year-old male in the acute phase of Guillain-Barre syndrome (Liu et al., 2005; Quist, 2007; Harrington and Haskvitz, 2006, and Shireiffs, 2001) (footnote: Acute Guillain-Barre presents with poly-neuritis, which leads to weakness of the muscles of the digestive tract, sluggish contractions and constipation). There were many variations in the observational studies and case reports, such as the specific massage technique, how it was applied, and for how long. None were randomized, controlled trials.

In 2009 Lamas carried out a randomized, controlled trial on the use of abdominal massage with sixty elderly patients. All subjects had functional constipation which had been treated with laxatives for several years. Patients were divided into a control and an intervention group, both of which continued to take laxatives during the study period. The intervention group received 32 massages over a period of 8 weeks. Each session began with 8 min of hand massage to help patients relax, followed by 7 min of abdominal massage. The massage technique was based upon the Tactile Stimulation Method of Birkestad which consists primarily of palm-to-skin stroking, gentle pressing, and static touch, all using very light pressure (Birkestad, 1999).

For Lamas’ study, it consisted of light-pressure longitudinal and transverse strokes over the abdomen, and clockwise circular movements over the presumed course of the colon. Using a gastrointestinal function questionnaire, subjects were assessed before the study began, after the fourth week, and then after the eighth week, the end of the study. No significant differences were found after 4 weeks. At 8 weeks, however, the massage group had significantly less constipation, less abdominal pain, and more bowel movements than the control group. Researchers also found that the more constipated the patients were at the beginning of the study, the greater the improvement in their symptoms (Lamas et al., 2009).

Another randomized controlled study investigated the effectiveness of mechanical abdominal “massage” upon the peristalsis of patients who had had colon surgery one day before. Peristalsis normally slows or stops altogether after colon surgery, but use of a machine which applied intermittent pressure to the abdomen significantly decreased the time to first passage of flatus after surgery for the mechanical massage group versus a control group (Le Blanc-Louvy et al., 2002).

Anatomy and pathophysiology

The abdominal viscera lie directly beneath the muscles of the anterior abdominal wall. Longitudinal and circularly arranged smooth muscle, with sensory neurons and nerve endings lying within it, make up the walls of the stomach, small intestine and colon. The vagus nerve innervates most of the digestive tract, and parts not innervated by the vagus are innervated by pelvic nerves from the sacral region of the spinal cord. The vagus can be impinged as it passes through the jugular foramen or at the cranial base, possibly affecting visceral function (Joyce and Clark, 1996).

There may be trigger points in the intestinal muscles themselves: when stimulated with an inflatable balloon trigger areas in the esophagus, small intestine and colon can reproduce patients’ abdominal pain (Moriarty and Dawson, 1982; Travell et al., 1999). It is unknown if there is a relationship between these trigger points and constipation.

Digestion is a complex process requiring the co-ordinated interaction of mechanical, chemical, neurological and hormonal elements. Except at the mouth and anus, digestion is performed entirely by smooth muscles, whose actions include churning, kneading and propulsion of chyme, reflex emptying of the colon (the gastrocolic reflex), and rectal compliance. Efficient movement of contents through the system has a great deal to do with the sensory neurons and nerve endings that sense distortion, pinching, contraction and distention of the gut wall. When a segment of smooth muscle is distended with approximately 2 mm Hg of pressure, stretch receptors of the afferent neurons located in the lumen wall are activated and contraction occurs of both longitudinal and circular muscles. The circular muscles create a ring around the lumen. At the same time, a few centimeters above the higher pressure area, intestinal wall muscles contract, while below the point of stimulus, the muscles relax. Thus pressure is created on chyme, pushing it forward and bulging or stretching the next segment of intestinal wall muscle in turn, which stimulates yet another contraction and creates a peristaltic wave. Most contractions involve only 1–4 cm of bowel before they die out, thus peristaltic contractions move the contents of the intestines along at about 1 cm per minute. Not only large amounts of chyme, but lumps of food, artificial objects, intestinal parasites and tension in the muscles themselves can stimulate contractions, while very small stools (typical of patients on low-fiber diets) fail to distend the lumen sufficiently to stimulate peristalsis. Artificial distention or stimulation of the intestinal walls by enemas, digital stimulation, medical procedures and temperature extremes can also stimulate muscle contractions (Lippincott’s, 2008; King et al., 1986).

In anesthesized dogs, gentle stroking or touching of the mucosal (or inner) surface of the small intestines stimulated contractions which lasted 30 s to 1 min (Neya, 1993). Mechanical stretch of segments of isolated guinea pig intestine causes a contraction of the intestinal muscle (Brookes et al., 2004).

When the intestinal wall just proximal to a sphincter becomes distended, the sphincter relaxes briefly, during which time chyme is propelled through it. Simultaneously,
the muscles just distal to the chyme relax: chyme is thus moved forward, while sphincters contract again to prevent backflow.

In the colon, muscle contractions squeeze, compact and propel chyme, squeezing out water in the process and forming the remaining paste into stool. Slow transit of stool may occur at any point throughout the colon, and in only one or two segments rather than all three (van der Sijp et al., 1993). Spasm of colonic muscles may occur with some illnesses such as pneumonia or myocardial infarction (Barral, 2005) Most of the actual propulsion of stool happens when mass movements (large waves of peristaltic action) occur, 1–4 times daily, generally just after eating a meal (see Figure 3). At this time, a massive contraction of the cecum and colon, creating pressures as high as 100 mg Hg, moves part of the contents in the cecum up the ascending colon, into the transverse colon and then down into the descending colon and rectum. The contraction lasts 1–4 min before it decreases and finally stops altogether. Finally, more contractions move the now-formed stool into the rectum (These muscle contractions can empty the bowel as high up as the splenic flexure). The peristaltic action of the sigmoid colon and distention of its distal end stimulate contraction of the large muscles of the rectum, thereby increasing rectal pressure and stimulating relaxation of the internal and external sphincters. Abdominal wall muscles, which normally are voluntarily contracted to increase intra-abdominal pressure during a bowel movement, also enhance defecation by applying inward and downward pressure on

**Text box 1. Factors that interfere with the timely movement of abdominal contents through the digestive system**

More than one factor may be present in the same patient.

- Lifestyle-related factors such as a diet that is low in fiber, regularly ignoring the urge to defecate, and chronic dehydration (Older people may drink less in an attempt to control incontinence). Another factor, low muscle tone due to inactivity, slows gastrointestinal transit time (Cordain, 1986; Oettle, 1991; Peters et al., 2001; Petticrew et al., 2001; Davies et al., 2009; De Oliveira and Burrini, 2009).

- Aging-related changes including the loss of enteric neurons and increased susceptibility to the adverse effects of medications.

- Long-term use of stimulant laxatives, which can result in decreased bowel contractions and increased constipation (Petticrew et al., 2001).

- Dysfunction in the pelvic floor muscles secondary to childbirth or hysterectomy, resulting in an immobile perineum and decreased descent of the pelvic floor during defecation (Rao, 1998) The longitudinal coat of muscle of the distal colon, which becomes complete in the sigmoid colon and rectum, is continuous with perineal muscle and fascia.

- Medical conditions such as hypothyroidism, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, Crohn’s disease, diabetes, celiac disease, irritable bowel syndrome, stroke, diverticulosis, cerebral palsy, and spinal cord injury, which can cause either sluggish intestinal contractions or chronic colonic spasm, both of which can slow down the movement of stool (Talley et al., 2003).

- Use of constipating medications, including opiates, diuretics, antidepressants, antacids, antihistamines, iron preparations and anticonvulsants. Opiates, for example, decrease peristaltic contractions as well as the urge to defecate. Use of aspirin, acetominaphen and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications is also associated with chronic constipation (Chang et al., 2007).

- Mechanical obstruction: The small or large intestines may compressed by tumors, hernias, prolapsed internal organs, chronic colonic spasm, the weight of a fetus during pregnancy or an accumulation of hard, dry feces. Intestinal adhesions which can narrow the lumen of the bowel may result from previous abdominal infections, blunt abdominal trauma, endometriosis, radiation treatment of the pelvis, and abdominal surgery, especially that of the large intestine, appendix or uterus (Barral, 2005; Dondelinger, 2004; Klingele, 2005; McKay and Hirano, 1998; Opoien et al., 2007) (see Figures 4 and 5).

- Emotional stress. The gastrointestinal tract contains both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve fibers, and under emotional stress, sympathetic function predominates, contracting sphincters, constricting digestive system blood vessels and inhibiting both motility and secretion. Stimulation of the parasympathetic nerve supply of the colon increases its motor activity, while sympathetic stimulation decreases it. Conditions such as anxiety, depression and cognitive impairment may contribute to constipation (Stam et al., 1997, Petticrew et al., 2001) Victims of physical and/or sexual abuse during childhood are more likely to suffer from chronic constipation than control subjects who did not experience abuse. (Walling et al., 1994) Numerous case reports are available of successful treatment of constipation when the sole intervention was psychiatric (Clarke, 2007; Devroede et al., 1989; Drossman et al., 1990; Jarrell, 2003; Latimer, 1983; McMahon and Koltenburg, 2006; Mayer, 1993; Shorter, 1993).
stool. In one case, moderate hand pressure to the lower abdomen elicited measurable waves of rectal muscle contractions in a patient within 10 s (Sakakibara, R., personal communication, Dec 20, 2009, sakakibara@sakura.med.toho-u.ak.jp).

Symptoms

In addition to a reduced number of bowel movements, symptoms of constipation also include straining during defecation, slower colonic transit time, hard lumpy stools, abdominal distention and pain, sensations of incomplete defecation, decreased mood, decreased enjoyment of life, and sometimes limitations in recreation and work (Clarke et al., 2008; Dennison et al., 2005; Johanson et al., 2007). Chronic straining to pass stool can lead to physical changes, including hemorrhoids, hernias, anal fissures, laxity of colonic muscle fibers, thickening of the colonic wall as a result of the high pressure needed to push hard stool along, and activation of myofascial trigger points (Travell et al., 1999). During a bowel movement, a bolus of hard feces pressing against the left iliopsoas muscle can cause referred pain in that muscle’s pain referral area (Travell et al., 1999). Increased intra-colonic pressure secondary to constipation can lead to weakness in the colon walls, particularly in the sigmoid colon, predisposing patients to diverticulosis (ADA, 2008). Long-term use of laxatives may be a risk factor for the development of colonrectal cancer, possibly because toxicants have more time to be absorbed by the lining of the colon (Brocklehurst et al., 1998; Jacobs, 1998; Roberts et al., 2003; Watanabe et al., 2004). Other complications that can develop from chronic constipation include decreased rectal sensitivity,

Figure 3 "Stages of a Mass Movement of the Colon", adapted from Hertz, A. F., Am J Physiol 47: 57–65, 1913 A. The subject (an adult male with no gastrointestinal pathology) took 2 ounces of barium sulfate suspension along with breakfast. Five hours later, fecal material (the shadows at the end of the ileum, the caecum and the ascending colon) was visible. B. The subject then ate a lunch of meat, vegetables and pudding. The end of his ileum emptied rapidly during the meal, while his caecum and ascending colon filled. Towards the end of the meal, a large round mass at his hepatic flexure became cut off from the rest of his ascending colon. C. Immediately after the meal was finished, some of the mass moved slowly around his hepatic flexure. D. The diameter of the separated portion suddenly became much smaller and the large round shape changed into a long narrow one which extended from his hepatic flexure almost to his splenic flexure. E. After a few seconds, the long narrow shape developed haustral segmentation. F. Five minutes later, the long narrow shape suddenly become more elongated and passed around his splenic flexure. G. The long narrow shape immediately passed down his descending colon H. The long narrow shape immediately passed into the beginning of his sigmoid colon.

Abdominal massage has measurable effects upon constipation, either low muscle tone through stimulation, or spasmodic muscle states through relaxation. However, neither of these effects would result in stool being propelled along the digestive tract. The mechanisms behind abdominal massage’s constipation-reducing effect are not fully understood, but are most likely a combination of stimulation and relaxation. Direct pressure over the abdominal wall alternately compresses and then releases sections of the digestive tract, briefly distorting lumen size and activating stretch receptors that can reinforce the gastrocolic reflex and trigger intestinal and rectal contraction (Brookes et al., 2004). Liu found that pressure on the lower abdomen elicited measurable waves of rectal muscle contraction in a spinal cord injured patient with viral myelopathy, a condition similar in outcome to a spinal cord injury. The patient typically had no ability to strain when attempting to defecate, with only small, infrequent, rectal muscle contraction. When her abdomen became distended with feces, the patient applied moderate pressure to her lower abdomen, using a rolling motion of her hand which elicited the waves of rectal muscle contraction and intermittent defecation through her anal sphincter. (Sakikara, R., personal communication, Dec 20, 2009) Case reports by Harrington, Shirreffs and Preece found abdominal massage was helpful for constipation due to muscle weakness or slowed colonic motility induced by medications (Harrington and Haskvitz, 2006; Preece, 2002; Shirreffs, 2001).

Liu concluded that the massage might trigger defecation not only through activation of intestinal stretch receptors, but also by stimulating somato-autonomic reflexes (Liu et al., 2005). Colonic transit time may be decreased by this mechanism (Ayas et al., 2006). Abdominal massage may affect also constipation by a very different mechanism, that of stimulating the parasympathetic nervous system, thus decreasing abdominal muscle tension, increasing motility of digestive tract muscles, increasing digestive secretions, and relaxing sphincters in the digestive tract. In Lamas’s study, the massage employed was a light rhythmic touch, performed in an environment designed to enhance relaxation (Lamas et al., 2009). Diego et al found that abdominal massage in premature infants could measurably increase vagal activity and gastric motility (Diego, 2005). An earlier case report of abdominal massage for a chronically constipated patient with abdominal spasticity due to cerebral palsy reported that 30 min after abdominal massage, the patient typically had a bowel movement without an enema: the author concluded that the release of abdominal muscle tension through massage increased peristalsis. (Emly, 1998) Given the current evidence, it is unlikely that stool is manually propelled along the digestive tract towards the rectum during abdominal massage, as some early practitioners believed.

Professional massage practitioners have often noted that manual pressure over the abdomen can stimulate bowel sounds, passage of flatus, and/or bowel movements. For over 25 years, the author has witnessed bowel movements occurring during infant massage classes when abdominal massage is performed by parents, and during massage sessions, constipated older children and adults having to visit the bathroom immediately after abdominal massage.

The mechanisms behind abdominal massage’s constipation-reducing effect are not fully understood, but are most likely a combination of stimulation and relaxation. Direct pressure over the abdominal wall alternately compresses and then releases sections of the digestive tract, briefly distorting lumen size and activating stretch receptors that can reinforce the gastrocolic reflex and trigger intestinal and rectal contraction (Brookes et al., 2004). Liu found that pressure on the lower abdomen elicited measurable waves of rectal muscle contraction in a spinal cord injured patient with viral myelopathy, a condition similar in outcome to a spinal cord injury. The patient typically had no ability to strain when attempting to defecate, with only small, infrequent, rectal muscle contraction. When her abdomen became distended with feces, the patient applied moderate pressure to her lower abdomen, using a rolling motion of her hand which elicited the waves of rectal muscle contraction and intermittent defecation through her anal sphincter. (Sakikara, R., personal communication, Dec 20, 2009) Case reports by Harrington, Shirreffs and Preece found abdominal massage was helpful for constipation due to muscle weakness or slowed colonic motility induced by medications (Harrington and Haskvitz, 2006; Preece, 2002; Shirreffs, 2001).

Liu concluded that the massage might trigger defecation not only through activation of intestinal stretch receptors, but also by stimulating somato-autonomic reflexes (Liu et al., 2005). Colonic transit time may be decreased by this mechanism (Ayas et al., 2006). Abdominal massage may affect also constipation by a very different mechanism, that of stimulating the parasympathetic nervous system, thus decreasing abdominal muscle tension, increasing motility of digestive tract muscles, increasing digestive secretions, and relaxing sphincters in the digestive tract. In Lamas’s study, the massage employed was a light rhythmic touch, performed in an environment designed to enhance relaxation (Lamas et al., 2009). Diego et al found that abdominal massage in premature infants could measurably increase vagal activity and gastric motility (Diego, 2005). An earlier case report of abdominal massage for a chronically constipated patient with abdominal spasticity due to cerebral palsy reported that 30 min after abdominal massage, the patient typically had a bowel movement without an enema: the author concluded that the release of abdominal muscle tension through massage increased peristalsis. (Emly, 1998) Given the current evidence, it is unlikely that stool is manually propelled along the digestive tract towards the rectum during abdominal massage, as some early practitioners believed.

Professional massage practitioners have often noted that manual pressure over the abdomen can stimulate bowel sounds, passage of flatus, and/or bowel movements. For over 25 years, the author has witnessed bowel movements occurring during infant massage classes when abdominal massage is performed by parents, and during massage sessions, constipated older children and adults having to visit the bathroom immediately after abdominal massage.

The mechanisms behind abdominal massage’s constipation-reducing effect are not fully understood, but are most likely a combination of stimulation and relaxation. Direct pressure over the abdominal wall alternately compresses and then releases sections of the digestive tract, briefly distorting lumen size and activating stretch receptors that can reinforce the gastrocolic reflex and trigger intestinal and rectal contraction (Brookes et al., 2004). Liu found that pressure on the lower abdomen elicited measurable waves of rectal muscle contraction in a spinal cord injured patient with viral myelopathy, a condition similar in outcome to a spinal cord injury. The patient typically had no ability to strain when attempting to defecate, with only small, infrequent, rectal muscle contraction. When her abdomen became distended with feces, the patient applied moderate pressure to her lower abdomen, using a rolling motion of her hand which elicited the waves of rectal muscle contraction and intermittent defecation through her anal sphincter. (Sakikara, R., personal communication, Dec 20, 2009) Case reports by Harrington, Shirreffs and Preece found abdominal massage was helpful for constipation due to muscle weakness or slowed colonic motility induced by medications (Harrington and Haskvitz, 2006; Preece, 2002; Shirreffs, 2001).

Liu concluded that the massage might trigger defecation not only through activation of intestinal stretch receptors, but also by stimulating somato-autonomic reflexes (Liu et al., 2005). Colonic transit time may be decreased by this mechanism (Ayas et al., 2006). Abdominal massage may affect also constipation by a very different mechanism, that of stimulating the parasympathetic nervous system, thus decreasing abdominal muscle tension, increasing motility of digestive tract muscles, increasing digestive secretions, and relaxing sphincters in the digestive tract. In Lamas’s study, the massage employed was a light rhythmic touch, performed in an environment designed to enhance relaxation (Lamas et al., 2009). Diego et al found that abdominal massage in premature infants could measurably increase vagal activity and gastric motility (Diego, 2005). An earlier case report of abdominal massage for a chronically constipated patient with abdominal spasticity due to cerebral palsy reported that 30 min after abdominal massage, the patient typically had a bowel movement without an enema: the author concluded that the release of abdominal muscle tension through massage increased peristalsis. (Emly, 1998) Given the current evidence, it is unlikely that stool is manually propelled along the digestive tract towards the rectum during abdominal massage, as some early practitioners believed.

Conclusion

Abdominal massage has measurable effects upon constipation, either low muscle tone through stimulation, or spasmodic muscle states through relaxation. However, neither of these effects would result in stool being propelled along the digestive tract to the rectum.
manually propelled along the digestive tract towards the rectum. Abdominal massage can stimulate peristalsis, decrease colonic transit time, increase the frequency of bowel movements in constipated patients, and decrease the feelings of discomfort and pain that accompany it. Individual case reports show that massage has been effective for patients with chronic constipation due to a variety of diagnosed physiologic abnormalities and in patients with long-term functional constipation. There is also sound scientific evidence that massage can stimulate peristalsis in patients with post-surgical ileus. Its effectiveness, lack of side-effects, and low-cost (especially if self-administered), make abdominal massage an attractive option in bowel management programs for persons with chronic constipation. One set of guidelines for holistic management of chronic constipation in primary care has been developed by a multi-professional group of healthcare practitioners in the United Kingdom. These guidelines combine abdominal massage with education of patients regarding toileting habits, exercise and diet, monitoring use of possibly massage with education of patients regarding toileting habits, exercise and diet, monitoring use of possibly medicatons, such as the 87% of late-stage cancer patients who become constipated as a direct result of their opioid medication, the condition may add greatly to suffering from the patient’s actual disease (Petticrew et al., 2001; Riechelmann et al., 2007). Here, abdominal massage may significantly improve quality of life: it decreased constipation and associated abdominal discomfort in hospice patients (Preece, 2002).

Drawbacks of abdominal massage include the need to perform massage repeatedly to see results, and to continue the massage for extended periods of time. There are a number of important questions on this topic that future research could address: for example, might the effectiveness of abdominal massage depend upon the cause of the constipation? For example, is abdominal massage more or less effective when the constipation stems from an underactive thyroid or a diet lacking in fiber, than if it is caused by a spinal cord injury? And what if the functional constipation stems from pelvic floor dysfunction rather than slow-transit constipation or constipation-predominant irritable bowel syndrome? Further research is required to identify sub-groups of patients that might benefit from abdominal massage. Fruitful research might also be performed to identify the types of patients who would be the best candidates to learn self-massage. Abdominal massage techniques are not complex, and in two of the case studies, self-massage effectively relieved constipation. Many laypeople could be taught to perform this technique on a regular basis, much as they brush their teeth regularly.

How long abdominal massage should be administered is also an important question investigation. One study which was conducted with elderly patients found constipation was decreased after only ten days of abdominal massage, and that the effect lasted for 7–10 days after massage was stopped, while Lama’s massage found no effect until 8 weeks of treatment (Kim et al., 2005; Lamas et al., 2009). A study investigating different pressure techniques could also be enlightening. Varying amounts have been used, from the light-pressure technique of Lamas to the moderate-pressure technique used by Preece (Kim et al., 2005; Jeon and Jung, 2005; Emly, 2001; Preece, 2002).

A further question of interest is which techniques are the most effective in treating constipation. Some investigators found that Swedish massage was effective, however, mechanical massage has been effective as well. These techniques are far more alike than they are different.

**Text box 2. A Typical Swedish Massage of the Abdomen for Constipation**

Contraindications include abdominal obstruction, abdominal mass, intestinal bleeding, abdominal radiation therapy, strangulated hernia and less than 6 weeks post-abdominal surgery.

1. **Effleurage of the entire abdomen-10 times.**
2. **Effleurage of the rectus abdominis, external and internal obliques and transverse abdominis muscles-10 times each.**
3. **Kneading of the abdomen-3 times.**
4. **Clockwise effleurage over the presumed path of the colon-10 times.**
5. **Vibration of the small and large intestines-one minute, or more.**
6. **Repeat step 4.**
7. **Kneading over the presumed path of the colon, with the fist, heel of the hand or thumbs-one minute or more.**
8. **Petrissage over the presumed path of the colon-one time.**
9. **Vibration over the presumed path of the colon.**
10. **Repeat Step 4.**

Techniques used in different studies varied to some extent: for example, Lamas et al. (2009) used primarily light-pressure effleurage of the abdomen for a total of 7 min, while Emly (2001, 2006) used moderate-pressure effleurage, kneading and vibration, for a total of 15–20 min, while Preece (2002) used propulsive massage, for a total of 10 min.
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